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ABSTRACT: Insufficient stability of zeolite is one of the key
challenges for application of zeolites in aqueous-phase
reactions. In long-term catalytic tests on hydrolysis of ethylene
glycol monomethyl ether to ethylene glycol, we found that
dissolution of HMCM-49 catalysts could lead to complete
transformation to kaolinite. Existence of dissolution equili-
briums of Si and Al was demonstrated. In situ growth of
HMCM-49 occurred where Si concentration in bulk phase
surpasses equilibrium value. This almost completely prevented
dissolution and phase transformation of HMCM-49. Dis-
solution of HZSM-5 catalyst was different. A method by
dissolving Si and Al in feed is proposed to solve the problem
of zeolite stability in aqueous-phase reactions.

Zeolites are important and widely used catalytic materials.
Recently, increasing attention has been paid to zeolite-

catalyzed aqueous-phase transformation of biomass which is a
current focus.1−4 One of the key challenges is insufficient
stability of zeolites in hot liquid water and aqueous-phase
reactions.1−21 The structural collapse was caused by
desilication because of hydrolysis of terminal Si−OH
groups2,5−10 with a density of silanol defects as a crucial
factor.7,11,12 Silylation treatment could improve stability of
zeolite in hot liquid water2−4,7,11,12 and aqueous-phase
reactions.2,4,12 Both framework and extraframework Al were
found able to inhibit desilication.5−10,13,14 Presence of organic
reactants showed a protective effect against water.3

Bell et al. reported a new effective method to synthesize
methyl methoxyacetate by vapor-phase carbonylation of
dimethoxymethane over zeolite catalyst.22 This promoted a
new route of ethylene glycol (EG) synthesis from syngas for
dimethoxymethane can be easily synthesized from methanol
and formaldehyde and methyl methoxyacetate can be reduced
directly to ethylene glycol monomethyl ether (EGME)22 which
can convert to EG via hydrolysis over HMCM-4923 or HZSM-
5.24

In this paper, we found that dissolution of HMCM-49
catalyst was an equilibrium process and we observed in situ
growth of HMCM-49 in 2342-h long-term test on hydrolysis of
EGME with a fixed-bed reactor.
The temperature profile of a catalyst bed was a parabolic

shape (Figure 1) in the long-term test. Figure 2 shows
conversion of EGME (X) and selectivity of EG (SEG). After
680 h, TM (maximum of the T profile) was raised to

compensate for loss of catalyst activity and accelerated
deactivation was observed. SEG stayed between 42% and
45%. Selectivity of products other than EG was as follows:
ethylene glycol dimethyl ether ∼32%, di- and triethylene glycol
and their mono- and dimethyl ethers ∼4.3%, dioxane ∼1.5%,
methanol ∼12.5%, dimethyl ether ∼3.5%, ethylene epoxide
∼0.3%, and others ∼1%.
Si and Al contents in effluent obtained by ICP analysis are

listed in Table 1. Si content increased with temperature. Al
content was hundreds times lower than Si and showed no
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Figure 1. Temperature profiles at initial (TM = 190 °C) and final (TM
= 212 °C) stage of long-term catalytic testing on EGME hydrolysis.
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evident relation with temperature. Total amount of Si and Al in
the whole effluent was calculated showing that 32% Si and only
0.17% Al dissolved away from the HMCM-49 catalyst. This
prevailing dissolution of Si over Al was consistent with reports
that both framework and extraframework Al were able to
inhibit desilication in hot liquid water.5−10,13,14

The total dissolved Al was only ∼1% of the framework Al in
HMCM-49. So, contribution of Al dissolution to deactivation
was negligible even if it came from framework Al solely.
The catalyst after testing was separated into eight samples

(denoted as A−H, from inlet to outlet). Table 2 shows their
results of characterization and catalytic testing.
Si loss (lost Si/primitive Si in catalyst) of the samples was

calculated based on Si/Al atom ratios (from XRF) neglecting
dissolution of Al (only 0.17% from ICP results). The volume
weighted average Si loss was 34% which was consistent with
the ICP result (32%). Si loss was high to 66% with samples
near the inlet (A and B), though the temperature was low and
decreased to negative value (meaning a part of dissolved Si
deposited on the samples) near the outlet (G and H) with
lower temperature than upstream. It can be concluded that
there exists equilibrium of Si between HMCM-49 and liquid
bulk phase and the equilibrium concentration of dissolved Si
decreases with decreased temperature which was supported by
the trend of Si content in effluent with temperature in Table 1.
The possible equilibrium of Si dissolution in hot liquid water
with HUSY have been mentioned by Ennaert et al.8 Zeolites

are metastable materials usually synthesized in aqueous
solution. Dissolution of zeolite in aqueous-phase medium can
be considered as the reverse of its synthetic reaction. And the
equilibrium moved toward synthetic direction and led to
growth of MCM-49 stucture (demonstrated by 29Si MAS
NMR data below) on samples G and H.
Combining the Si loss and relative crystallinity (cryl.) data

can lead to the conclusion that Si dissolution greatly promoted
phase transformation of MCM-49 to kaolinite (XRD patterns,
see Figure 3). This is similar to ZSM-22 in hot liquid water.14

The retained crystallinity of samples A and B shows that the
phase transformation was quite sensitive to temperature and so
have high activation energy. The amazing high crystallinity of
samples G and H shows that deposition of Si was very effective
to preserve structure of HMCM-49.
The residual catalytic activity of tested samples (except G)

was compared to that of fresh catalyst in form of X and kr/cryl.
(kr, relative rate constant) in Table 2. Decline in kr/cryl.
compared to that of fresh catalyst represents deactivation
ascribed to coking. It can be seen that coking and phase
transformation of MCM-49 promoted by Si dissolution were
the primary reasons for deactivation.
Static dissolution experiment was performed to verify

existence of Si dissolution equilibrium. Si loss of the
HMCM-49 catalyst was 2.2% based on Si/Al ratio (from
XRF) or 6.3% based on Si content in the liquid (195 mg/L,
from ICP) after 2000 h at 210 °C. Al loss was 0.02% based on
Al content of the liquid (0.31 mg/L, from ICP). They were

Figure 2. X (A) and SEG (B) of EGME hydrolysis. H2O/EGME = 4:1
(mol/mol), LHSV = 0.37 mL/g-cat·h, P = 2.0 MPa.

Table 1. Si and Al Contents in Effluents

time on stream (h) TM (°C) Toutlet (°C) Sia (mg/L) Ala (mg/L)

48−56 190 170 93 0.35
277−349 190 170 105 0.38
613−685 190 170 105 0.35
960−1039 192.5 172 107 0.36
1416−1495 194.5 174 112 0.30
1663−1759 200 179 119 0.38
1848−1927 204 183 127 0.41
2073−2145 208 186 124 0.37
2337−2342 212 190 124 0.32

aRelative error, ±10%.

Table 2. Characterization Results of HMCM-49 Catalyst
after Testing

sample Tinitial (°C)
Si/Al
(mol)

Si loss
(%)

cryl.
(%)

Xa

(%) krb/cryl.

fresh 1.68 100 21.9 100
A 64−150 0.57 66 34 1.7 21
B 150−176 0.57 66 20 0.9 18
C 176−185 0.94 44 <1 0.2
D 185−190 1.11 34 <1 0.4
E 190−188 1.19 29 17 1.1 20
F 188−183 1.4 17 69 5.7 34
G 183−180 1.8 −7 90
H 180−169 1.9 −13 93 13 55

aTested under the following conditions: H2O/EGME = 4:1 (mol/
mol), T = 195 °C, LHSV = 1.7 mL/mLcat·h, P = 3.0 MPa.
bCalculated assuming that the reaction order of EGME conversion is
1.5 and the total moles remain unchanged after reaction. Relative
error: Si/Al, ±5%; cryl., ±5%; X, ±3%.

Figure 3. XRD patterns of HMCM-49 catalysts after testing.
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about 1 magnitude lower than loss in the long-term catalytic
test while Si or Al content in liquid was close. These results
verified existence of Si dissolution equilibrium. Furthermore,
this also proved existence of Al dissolution equilibrium which
may involve Al2O3 binder. So, the Si and Al contents in Table
1 were their equilibrium concentrations at Toutlet in EGME
hydrolysis effluent except for the last stages. Relative
crystallinity of the HMCM-49 after static experiment declined
to 71%. The decline is more severe than expected from the
relationship between Si loss and cryl. at lower temperature
shown in Table 2. This supports the foregoing conclusion that
transformation of MCM-49 was sensitive to temperature.
Figure 4 shows 29Si MAS NMR spectra of fresh and tested

catalysts. The resonance at −91.5 ppm can be assigned to Si

(4Al) of kaolinite structure based on the foregoing XRD results
and ref 25. Resonances at −98.6 to −119.7 ppm are assigned
to MCM-49 framework with Q3 or Si (2Al) environment at
−98.6 ppm, Si (1Al) environment around −105 ppm, and Si
(0Al) environment at −109 to −119.7 ppm. The relative
resonance intensities of kaolinite and MCM-49 are consistent
with the XRD results.
Decomposition and assignment of 29Si NMR spectrum over

sample H is shown in Figure S1 and Table S1 in the
Supporting Information. The Si assigned to MCM-49
framework reaches 95.4% in the total Si. This shows that in
situ growth of MCM-49 was achieved and the increased
MCM-49 structure corresponded to 60% of Si deposited on
sample H. It is probable that all deposited Si formed MCM-49
structure while transformation to kaolinite occurred slightly
which was a parallel process with equilibrium of dissolution
and in situ growth of MCM-49 as proposed with HBEA
zeolite.5

Other decomposition results show that the portion of Si
connected to Al (at −98.6 to −106.2 ppm) in total framework
Si is 47% on sample B with severe Si loss, much higher than
fresh catalyst (19%). This demonstrates that Al in HMCM-49
played the role as a stabilizer to connected Si atoms. It is in
agreement with reports in hot liquid water.5,8−10 The value of
sample H (32%) was also higher than that of fresh catalyst.
This shows that the in situ grown MCM-49 structure came
from both Si and Al dissolved in bulk phase in a ratio less than
the primary zeolite and hints that the dissolved Al was likely
from binder Al2O3.

In summary, collapse of HMCM-49 in this aqueous reaction
involves two consecutive steps. The first is dissolution of Si
from the zeolite framework which engenders defects5,9,10 and is
confined by dissolution equilibrium. The second is trans-
formation to kaolinite which is promoted greatly by the first
step (maybe due to the formed defects7,11,12) and would be
stopped by in situ growth of MCM-49reverse of dissolution.
Meanwhile, the transformation also occurs in parallel at a slow
rate. This is somewhat different from the decomposition
mechanism of HBEA in hot water proposed by Lercher et al.5

HZSM-5 is also effective catalyst for EGME hydrolysis.24

Dissolution of HZSM-5 catalyst was compared to HMCM-49
during catalytic testing under H2O/EGME = 4:1 (mol/mol), T
= 184 °C, LHSV = 1.5 mL/g-cat·h, and P = 3.0 MPa.
Dissolution rates (dissolved Si per hour/primitive Si in
catalyst) were calculated based on Si contents (62.6 mg/L
for HZSM-5, 121 mg/L for HMCM-49) and Al contents (0.12
mg/L for HZSM-5, 0.13 mg/L for HMCM-49) in reaction
effluents by ICP analysis. The results show that Si dissolution
rate of HZSM-5 (2.6 × 10−4 h−1) was less than half of
HMCM-49 (5.9 × 10−4 h−1) while the order was the reverse
with Al dissolution rate (1.5 × 10−6 h−1 for HZSM-5, 1.0 ×
10−6 h−1 for HMCM-49). This shows that dissolution is quite
different with different zeolite. The catalytic performance of
HZSM-5/HMCM-49 was as follows: EGME conversion 12.9/
17.5%; selectivity of EG 35.9/39.2%, ethylene glycol dimethyl
ether 44.3/40.8%, di- and triethylene glycol and their mono-
and dimethyl ethers 10.1/5.9%, dioxane 0.2/0.6%, methanol
8.1/11.7%, dimethyl ether 0.5/0.9%, ethylene epoxide 0.4/
0.3%, and others 0.5/0.6%.
On the basis of dissolution equilibrium, which should be

valid with other zeolites and aqueous reactions, a simple and
prospective method is proposed to avoid dissolution of zeolite
in aqueous-phase reactions and match the long lifetime
requirement of industrialization. It is to dissolve Si and Al at
definite concentration in the feed. In situ growth of zeolite can
be achieved when the concentration is higher than equilibrium
value. The samples G and H demonstrated amazing
effectiveness.
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